
Some people prefer to travel when they are young, whereas others believe traveling 
at an old age is better. Which do you prefer?

Today, more people are traveling than ever before. While some argue that travelling 
at the late stages of life is more beneficial, I am of the opinion that this should happen 
at a young age.

First, travelling can bring about experience and knowledge of which a young person 
can take advantage later in his life. As a young person, you need to gain knowledge 
and experience and travelling can be a really good source for that since it provides you 
with firsthand experience. Exploring the world in the search of unknowns is what 
many renowned scientists and great authors experienced which brought them 
valuable benefit. Saint Exupery can be a very good case in point as his expeditions 
around the world and his adventures in some intact areas led him to create his 
masterpiece, Little prince.

Secondly, traveling often requires a great deal of energy. As being young means being 
more energetic, one can seize every little opportunity which presents itself during the 
journey. Many great tourist attractions are located in remote areas which necessitate 
visitors enough energy and physical power on the part of visitors. For instance, I can 
remember when I was a teenager once I made a trip with a number of my friends to a 
place called " Alamut Castle" in my country. While reaching the castle through a lot of 
stairs was a really easy task for us, a number of elderlies happened to find it very 
taxing and consequently gave up.

In conclusion, despite some advantages that traveling at an old age might have, I 
would argue that such an experience could be more beneficial when young as it 
provides them with experience and calls for energy of youth.


